ENCOUNTER
NEW WORLDS
SHOWER OASES WITH
PALME COMFORT

PALME SHOWER
OASES
EXPERIENCE OUR PASSION FOR THE
EXCEPTIONAL

When you choose PALME, you get premium Austrian quality
and a team that is truly passionate about its products.
You can expect
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the highest standards
more than 45 years of experience
shower oases designed to enthral
unparalleled ease of cleaning and use
a 25 year warranty (on selected shower oases)
a spare parts after-sales guarantee of up to 30 years
straightforward installation
functional, cost effective and innovative solutions

We always think one step ahead and work on refining our ideas
of just how sublime and convenient showering should be –
both for people living alone and for multiple generations under
one roof.

PALME. FIRST GLASS SHOWER COMFORT.
Take our word for it.

25
Y E A R
WARRANTY

APREJO CURVE
MESMERISINGLY GENTLE CURVES
PALME rounds off the elegant premium series with a special design
highlight. The APREJO CURVE represents true perfection in its gentle
curves, soft lines and fine materials. With optional swing doors that can
be conveniently opened inwards and outwards, the APREJO CURVE
provides a complete shower experience in every respect.
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APREJO
CURVE
APREJO

APREJO CURVE
with transparent tempered safety
glass and profiles in Cenit chrome®

APREJO CURVE
Shower in unparalleled style.
Shown here with 1-part swing door,
profiles in ruby red
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APREJO CURVE

APREJO CURVE
TOP FEATURES
•
•
–
–
–
•
•
•
•
•

Can be combined with APREJO swing doors
Convenient entry options:
barrier-free
4 mm high splash rail
15 mm high splash rail
Swing doors open inwards and outwards
VARIO wall connection
8 mm tempered safety glass
Glass design: transparent or tinted grey
Now with even more design options

The elegant curved design is a visual delight
and also especially easy to clean.

Long after installation, the soft lines still
maintain their allure.

ak

Y E A R
WARRANTY

Standard height: 2000 mm
Height incl. attractive support brace: 2030 mm

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm | 6 mm 8 mm P
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.lift P PALM.free P PALM.pro
features:		 PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P PALM.magic P
Profile colours: 					

(p. 44)
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APREJO

APREJO
APPEAL TO YOUR SENSES
Whether with swing or folding doors: the APREJO, PALME's premium
model, will enchant you with its appealing aesthetics, captivate you with
the soft lines of its design fittings and win you over with its 8 mm
tempered safety glass.

APREJO TOP
FEATURES
•
•
–
–
–
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swing doors | folding doors
Convenient entry options:
barrier-free (standard version)
4 mm high splash rail
15 mm high splash rail
Swing doors open inwards and outwards
(Exception: 3-part curved shower)
With folding doors, the wall section opens 90° inwards and outwards,
whilst the door section can be folded 180° outwards.
VARIO | PRO wall connection options | ZERO for doors without a
fixed panel (1- or 2-part swing doors, folding doors)
Top quality design fittings
Flexible and adaptable to almost any room
Available in 12 design glass panels (p. 40)

Understated design with a discreet
4 mm high splash rail

Y E A R
WARRANTY

15 mm high splash rail for improved
splash protection

Standard height: 2000 mm
Height incl. attractive support brace: 2030 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm | 6 mm 8 mm P
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.lift P PALM.free P PALM.pro P
features:		 PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P
			 PALM.magic P
Profile colours:
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(p. 44)

APREJO

APREJO ZERO
1-part swing door with
VARIO side panel

A NEW TYPE OF
LUXURY
APREJO design fittings from
PALME set new standards in
convenience, elegance and
perfectly harmonised design.

Their slimline, timeless look make them a stunning
addition to any bathroom. Robust and unbreakable thanks
to high grade metal castings, they open the door for you
to a special shower experience every single day. The
sophisticated technology allows the widest possible
opening radii, ensuring maximum comfort.
Their unobtrusive, elegant look hides another unique
comfort system: PALM.lift automatically raises the doors a
few millimetres when they are opened. They then glide
smoothly over the tiles, even if installed flush with the
floor. On closing, the doors are automatically lowered
again and, in addition, pull themselves closed in the last
10 to 20 centimetres. When the doors are closed, the
PALM.lift system in the APREJO design fittings provides
increased splash protection thanks to the high contact
pressure.

For years of pleasure: PALME design
fittings leave nothing to be desired.
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APREJO folding fitting | Slimline, flush
design, also for folding doors

APREJO

Robust and unbreakable
thanks to diecast metal

Slimline, timeless design

Widest possible opening radii

PALM.lift lifting/lowering mechanism

PIANA X-FREE
2-part folding door section;
door sections slide along
the upper profile.
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PIANA X-FREE

PIANA X-FREE
REDEFINING DESIGN FREEDOM
Choose and combine different types of door and entry
options, as well as profile and cross brace colours, just the
way you want them: PALME's incredible ability to adapt is
simply perfect for complex room layouts.

PIANA X-FREE
XXL spaciousness: the folding sections
can be arranged against the wall. Choose
to have the doors open inwards or outwards;
4-part folding door section shown here.
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PIANA X-FREE

PIANA X-FREE
TOP FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Folding doors
Wall sections open 90° inwards or outwards
Door sections open 180° inwards or outwards (please specify when ordering)
Barrier-free or with small splash rail
Can be combined with PIANA X-FREE sliding doors
Available in 12 design glass panels (p. 40)

For PIANA X-FREE with sliding doors, see page 90.
1

2

1 Flexible wall mounting with a continuous rail
2 PALME comfort with PALM.lift: the folding doors glide
extremely smoothly over the floor.

Y E A R
WARRANTY

Standard height: 2000 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm 6 mm P 8 mm
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.lift P PALM.free P PALM.pro
features:		 PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P PALM.magic
Profile colours: 					

(

p. 44)

PIANA X-FREE
SAY GOODBYE TO
RESTRICTIONS
The sky's the limit: be as flexible as you wish when
combining different doors and entry options, to ensure
you get the perfect product that meets your specific
needs.

PIANA X-FREE
2-part sliding door
with side panel
around corner,
shown here with
handle

PIANA X-FREE TOP FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
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Sliding doors
Can be combined with PIANA X-FREE folding door (see p. 62)
2- and 4-part versions available with PALM.soft
One fixed and two movable panels (in the 3-part version)
Available in 12 design glass panels (p. 40)

PALM.motion
allows for simple opening
by pressing gently with a
finger for ease of
cleaning.

PIANA X-FREE

PIANA X-FREE
Corner entry combination
consisting of 2- and 3-part
sliding sections, shown here
with profiles in
Cenit chrome®

Y E A R
WARRANTY

Standard height: 2000 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm 6 mm P 8 mm
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.free P PALM.soft P PALM.magnet PALM.motion P
features:		PALM.pro PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P
Profile colours: 					

(p. 44)

PIANA SLIDE PRO
2-part sliding door with side panel, profiles in
Cenit chrome®, shown here with transparent
tempered safety glass and a small splash rail
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PIANA SLIDE

PIANA SLIDE
FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE
SHOWER EXPERIENCE
The name says it all: gliding gently into boundless
relaxation. Our elegant premium model offers you
a unique shower experience, every single day.

PIANA SLIDE VARIO
4-part corner entry, with profiles
in Cenit chrome®
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PIANA SLIDE

PIANA SLIDE
TOP FEATURES
• Sliding doors
• 8 mm tempered safety glass
12 mm laminated safety glass (guide rail)
• One fixed and one sliding panel (in the 2-part version)
• Door sections run on rollers
• VARIO | PRO wall connection options
• Barrier-free or with small splash rail
• Available in 12 design glass panels (p. 40)

2

1

1 Optimum ease of use: high quality
rollers on the glass frame ensure the
doors slide wonderfully smoothly.
2 Precision down to the smallest detail:
the magnet in the sealing profile
keeps the doors gently closed and
prevents even the slightest splash.
3 Perfect cleaning convenience with
PALM.motion: a light push is all it
takes to swivel the door very gently
for ease of cleaning.

4

3

Y E A R
WARRANTY

4 Stylish appearance: the optional
splash rail ensures that as much
water as possible remains in the
shower, and at the same time, acts
as an unobtrusive design element
Also available without a splash rail for
barrier-free floor-level entry.

Standard height: 2120 mm | Rollers: +55 mm | Clearance: 2000 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm | 6 mm 8 mm P
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.free P PALM.soft | PALM.magnet PALM.motion P
features:		 PALM.pro P PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P
Profile colours: 					

(p. 44)

DRIVE 1.0
4-part corner entry with patented
PALM.magnet, shown here in a
barrier-free version
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DRIVE 1.0

DRIVE 1.0
THE SUPERSTAR WITH
SURPRISING EFFECTS
This shower has drive! Especially smart: the whisper rail provides for an
almost silent sliding door action. And the shower doesn't fall short on
looks, either: the rollers in the cross brace are integrated out of sight
within the profile. With its classic design, it makes a stunning addition to
any interior scheme and bathroom, including XXL alcoves. Special
features such as PALM.magnet improve ease of use and provide a
unique level of comfort and convenience. More about DRIVE on the
following pages!
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DRIVE 1.0

PALM.MAGNET

IRRESISTIBLY ATTRACTIVE
COMFORT
A bathroom need not solely be a place where you
attend to your daily ablutions. But it takes more
than a beautiful interior design to convert a
bathroom into a wellness oasis. True luxury can
often be found in the hidden details and is only
revealed through touch, insight and use.

DISCOVER PALM.MAGNET!
The patented magnetic rail enables completely
simple, time saving cleaning:

Exclusive patent – only with PALME:
magnetic PALM.magnet rail for faster cleaning

SAVE TIME

a gentle press is all it takes to swivel the sliding
doors inwards, so they can be cleaned easily in
next to no time.

We put it to the test...
…and found cleaning takes only a fraction of the
time with PALM.magnet!
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DRIVE 1.0
Put your bathroom into superdrive:
sliding door with side panel, spacious XXL shower experience,
shown here with a discreet floor rail, Titanium profile colour
and glass panels in tinted grey
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DRIVE 1.0

DRIVE 1.0
TOP FEATURES
• Sliding doors
• Unique whisper rail for practically silent opening and closing
(even with powder coated enclosures)
• Design hit: rollers in cross brace integrated out of sight within the
profile!
• Sliding action that keeps the rollers off the floor: rollers do not
get dirty or stuck, even after many years of use, thanks to the
magnetic guide profile with all-round seal
• Patented PALM.magnet magnetic technology
• Integrated wall profile
• 31 – 49 mm floor profile
• Selected models also available in barrier-free versions
• Available in 6 design glass panels (p. 40)
1

2

1 Cleaning is made easy by the cross brace with all-round seal,
shown here in a curved shower
2 Convenient, barrier-free entry without splash rail (in selected
models)
3 Fixed from above through the cover of the upright profile. With
15mm infinitely variable tolerance.

Y E A R
WARRANTY

Standard heights: 1800 mm and 2000 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm 4 mm P 5 mm | 6 mm | 8 mm
Comfort 		
PALM.fix P PALM.free P PALM.soft PALM.magnet P PALM.motion
features:		PALM.pro PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano P PALM.care P
Profile colours:

					

(p. 44)

3

1

2

3

4

1 DRIVE 1.0 | Discreet alcove solution, 3-part sliding door
2 DRIVE 1.0 XL | Spacious offering: 2-part sliding door in alcove
3 DRIVE 1.0 | 3-part sliding door, with side panel, shown here with special partial matt finish
4 DRIVE 1.0 | Well-rounded: convenient 4-part curved shower
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DRIVE 1.0

DRIVE 1.0
4-part corner entry in
snow white with a gloss finish
and patented PALM.magnet
technology

WALK-IN

APREJO MAGIC
AMAZING ATMOSPHERES
Let yourself be carried away to a world of pure
enjoyment – for all the senses. A unique shower
experience with magical lighting moods.

WALK-IN APREJO MAGIC
The elegant shower oasis with a
hint of extravagance.
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WALK-IN

WALK-IN APREJO MAGIC
TOP FEATURES
• 90° wall support
• Transparent tempered safety glass in Optiwhite
• Three different laser engraved patterns

LEDs in white and all RGB colours

Y E A R
WARRANTY

Standard height: 2000 mm
Height incl. attractive support: 2030 mm
Individual made-to-measure production possible

Type of glass:
Acrylic glass Tempered safety glass P
Glass thickness: 3 mm | 4 mm | 5 mm | 6 mm 8 mm P
Comfort 		
PALM.fix | PALM.lift PALM.free P PALM.pro
features:		 PALM.isi-clean P PALM.nano PALM.care P PALM.magic P
Profile colours: 						(p. 44)

RE-COVER

YOUR WALLS –
YOUR WAY
A touch of glamour in your living space
Adds negligibly to the wall thickness: our RE-COVER wall cladding opens up
entirely fresh and straightforward options for the interior design of wet
rooms! In combination with discreet aluminium end profiles, a completely
new atmosphere can be created in next to no time.

THE BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:
• 6 mm aluminium composite wall cladding
• Standard format: 1000 x 2600 mm and 1500 x 2600 mm
(special formats possible)
• Incredibly easy to work with
• Abrasion-resistant, scratch-resistant, chemical-resistant, colour-stable
and food-safe
• Ideal for renovations: can be applied directly to existing tiles
after cleaning
• Accurate fit at the joints
• Top cleaning convenience
• Also optionally available with antibacterial PALM.care surface

RE-COVER wall cladding comes in the following on-trend colours
and patterns:

Matt pure white

Anthracite

Burgundy white

Light grey

Concrete grey

Dark grey

Rustic oak

Copper terracotta
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BACK PANELS

PALME COMFORT
HABITUAL LUXURY

PALM.fix

PALM.magic

The innovative magnetic
closure in the silicone seal
keeps the doors gently
closed and prevents
splashes.

Magical LED lighting effects
create a fascinating
ambience –
in the cross brace and/or
wall profile.

PALM.lift

PALM.magnet

The lifting/lowering
mechanism allows the
doors to glide smoothly over
the tiles or edge of the bath
and seal perfectly when
closed.

Patented: no mechanical
release – a light push is all it
takes to swivel the sliding
doors inwards for easy
cleaning.

PALM.free

PALM.motion

Most PALME models offer
barrier-free access. A small
splash rail is available as an
optional extra for many
versions.

Convenient swivel
mechanism activated by
pressing gently with a finger
for ease of cleaning, even in
hard-to-reach places.

PALM.soft

PALM.pro

As if on rails: sliding doors
with PALM.soft gently open
and close on their own and
prevent splashes.

Patented and unique:
the PALM.pro system profile
enables quick and uncomplicated
wall mounting of fixed glass
sections. Details on page 17.

CLEAN IN
WITHOUT LEAVING

PALME shower oases take the stress of life away while also cutting down
significantly on your cleaning time. They are all designed in keeping with the
integrated PALM.isi-clean principle. Without unnecessary joints and edges,
for example, optimum cleaning convenience is assured. For ultimate
cleanliness, we offer the PALM.nano glass coating and the antibacterial
PALM.care profile surfaces. So that you can simply focus on the pleasures of
life.

PALM.isi-clean
A clean affair down to the smallest detail: the
PALM.isi-clean principle extends to easy-care
surfaces and flush fittings which minimise
unnecessary joints, edges and other places
where dirt can get trapped.

PALM.care

Bacteria

Moisture

Silver ion substrate

Effective long-term protection against germs
and bacteria: as a permanent material
component, PALM.care uses silver ions to
prevent the growth of bacteria and fungi on the
profile surface. Hindering active germ growth
between cleaning cycles makes this feature an
ideal supplement to regular disinfection!

N A FLASH
A TRACE

PALM.nano
The water forms droplets: with the optional
special coating, the water beads up and rolls off
the surface, leaving virtually no trace. Limescale
and deposits are given no chance to attack the
glass surface.

With PALM.nano:
The water simply rolls off the glass surface –
giving limescale and deposits no chance to
penetrate.
Without PALM.nano:
The water settles like a film on the glass surface,
leaving deposits behind.

Tested and confirmed by TÜVRheinland®:
if cleaned correctly, the PALM.nano coating lasts
for at least 10 years!

DESIGNS

USING GLASS

Make a statement: our glass enclosures can turn your shower
oasis into your personal inner sanctum, provide discreet
screening or transform your shower into a unique work of art –
you decide what suits you best!
When it comes to genuine glass enclosures, we use only tempered
safety glass – transparent or with various tints and texture effects.
The benefits are crystal clear: high resistance to temperature
change, impact, bending and shock, terrific ease of cleaning and
much more.
PALM.nano protects the glass even further: the optional special
coating makes the water simply form droplets and roll off –
limescale and other deposits cannot penetrate the glass surface.
In some series, patterned acrylic glass is available as an option.
Safe from spontaneous breakage: on request, the tempered
safety glass in your PALME product can be pretreated at 290 °C in
a special heat soak oven to all but rule out spontaneous breakage.
Please contact our advisors – we'd be pleased to tell you more!

The tempered safety glass used by PALME (3 – 10 mm thick) meets the
requirements of EN 14428 and 12150.
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"Transparent droplets"
acrylic glass

"Opaque droplets"
acrylic glass

TECHNOLOGY

Transparent

Transparent with Optiwhite

Chinchilla

Tinted mocha

Tinted grey

Mastercarre

"Frosted glass effect"
matt effect across entire
surface

"Satinato stripes"
partial matt finish

Photo print

Partial mirror glass

"Satinato stripes"
partial matt finish in Optiwhite

Mirror glass

GLASS SHELF
PALME thinks beyond showers: our storage units are a charming yet practical
addition that work as both a glass shelf and towel holder. Can be combined
with any fixed/side panel made of tempered safety glass measuring 900 mm
or more in width. Installed outside or inside, the units give your shower
accessories a home of their own.
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TECHNOLOGY

GRF104

GRF105

GRF102

GRF103

GRF109
GRF203

GRF205

GRF209

GRF206

GRF202
GRF204
GRF106

GRF101

GRF201

TOUCHINGLY USEFUL
HANDLES

The first contact with your shower: we offer a wide selection of
design handles in silver, chrome, metallic gold and attractive design
colours.

Also with

PALM.care

Cenit chrome®
(29)

Aluminium silver
(20)

Also with

PALM.care

Snow white
gloss (51)

Aurum gold
(30)

Graphite black
matt (85)

Anthracite
midnight (87)

Cream white
matt (49)

THE POWER OF COLOUR
IN YOUR BATHROOM
A world without colour is unthinkable – colour expresses so much. Not only does it
influence the atmosphere of a room, but also our mood. You may prefer small accents
of colour here and there, or like to splash your favourite colour lavishly throughout the
room. Give your creativity free rein – our special anodising surface treatment and
in-house powder coating plant bring a fantastic world of colour to life.
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Pearl beige
matt (62)

Mahogany
brown (45)

Antique copper
(34)

Ruby red
(83)

Concrete grey
(46)

Mint green
(47)

Arctic blue
(48)

RAL colours

PALM.care
Anodised surfaces
PALME shower oases are equipped with anodised
surfaces as standard, which are particularly easy to
clean thanks to a new profile finishing technique.
PALME can cut sections to size and drill holes before
the anodising treatment – which ensures our unique
PALME quality!

for long term protection against germs and bacteria
For exceptionally high levels of hygiene, we also offer our
profiles in antibacterial colours, applying century-old
wisdom about the antimicrobial effect of silver. Through a
special combination of active ingredients, including silver
ions, PALM.care prevents the growth of bacteria and fungi
on the profile surface.

Powder coated surfaces
Thanks to our special powder coating process, there
are no limits to the colours you can choose. In
addition to our standard profile colours, many models
are available in all RAL colours for an extra charge.

PALM.care – for exceptional cleanliness and hygiene:
• Remains effective in the shower oasis profile
throughout the entire service life
• Available in the surface colours aluminium silver and
now white gloss
• Combine PALM.care with the PALM.nano special
coating for all-round maximum cleaning convenience.

QUALITY FROM
MANUFACTURING AT PALME
Passion, professionalism & perfection – for your
showering comfort and convenience
With a passion for first-class quality and incredible
attention to detail, we produce the ingredients for a
shower experience that is second to none at our
20,000 m2 PALME manufacturing facility. We refine
our experience of more than 45 years with fresh
design ideas, state of the art technology and
innovative concepts.
At PALME, our employees have
vision.

Focus and precision for truly perfect results

With our own coating plant for anodising
surface treatments, we guarantee long
lasting PALME quality.

Innovation, production depth and top
quality: PALME meets every customer
requirement.

PALME brings exclusive colour worlds to
your bathroom.

Unique: in-house coating plant
At PALME, we have our own coating plant where we
carry out anodising surface treatments. This is the
only way for us to ensure a premium surface finish,
thereby providing decades of corrosion protection
and allowing us to guarantee lasting quality in both
material and colour. If, for example, spare parts are
needed after many years, the profiles and new parts
will still have the same colour.
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M AUSTRIA
We listen: customer requests are a
source of inspiration
In direct dialogue with our customers and taking
into consideration their everyday requests and
requirements, we have already designed around
three dozen patents and utility models. At the end
of the day, our focus is always on your needs and
satisfaction.
Custom manufacturing
On request, your PALME shower oasis is
manufactured precisely to your specifications: in
addition to standard versions, we also produce
special, customised solutions of millimetre
accuracy in batch sizes of one or more.

PALME shower oases – made in Austria
• 20,000 m2 manufacturing facility
• In-house coating plants for anodising surface
treatments and powder coating
• Our own TÜV-certified procedure for PALM.nano
special coating
• Tried and tested quality that far exceeds
DIN standards
• Quality endurance tests (glass temperature shock
tests, continuous stress tests – opening and closing
by robot approx. 70,000 times)
• Everything from batch sizes of 1 (= individual
made-to-measure production) through to series
manufacturing
• Nationwide service teams
• And much more!

Technical modifications, errors and misprints reserved.
TUBE, APREJO,
AVITO,
PREJA, PIANA,
CENIT,reserved.
DRIVE, TOP DRIVE,
Technical
modifications,
errors X-FREE,
and misprints
RE-FLAIR
and GX AVITO,
are registered
of PALME!
APREJO,
PREJA, trademarks
PIANA, X-FREE,
CENIT, DRIVE, TOP DRIVE,
RE-FLAIR and GX are registered trademarks of PALME!
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